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■■■■ BIG THREAD! ■■■■ - GMO4DUMMIES CONCLUSIONS

On web-archive: https://t.co/RGxGjJm5Jc or direct: bit. ly/2LRL8Wt [no spaces

course]

The initial GMO4D is on webarchive too: https://t.co/CFAhGWPahB !

Also direct: bit. ly/35RyHAE [no spaces]

Pfizer has been fined over $4.7 billion since 2000 for false claims acts, off-label or unapproved promotion, Foreign corrupt

practices, with over $103M for "drug or medical equip safety violations" & over $34M for "kickbacks & bribery."

They focused on the wrong protein for GO-vaccine, new Cambridge study https://t.co/7Q2emCCNgp. ADE/PP reaction

prevalent by the spike-protein....

Under no legal definition those therapies can be called "vaccine"! Inducing by GMO a foreign substance in the body is

certain. Immunity is questionable. So is transmitting!

Among "side-effects" of course myelitis, autoimmune disease, vaccine enhanced disease, are mentioned by FDA.

In other words the presumed EXTINCTION mean> ADE/PP.

The GMO mechanism - compared with direct reaction of a TRUE VACCINE is revealed. Those are 100% GMO therapies.

The probatory substance WANISH!

Content of the bottle, the modRNA or the induced substance in your body, NONE can be analysed - Hence ZERO material

proofs in a trial! [anyhow indemnified 100%]

Combining codon synonyms with pseudouridine Ψ yields a fully "alien code". That's called wrongly mRNA instead modRNA

[but is it anymore RNA???]

All the code is 100% modified like the above sample.

The same in the WHO document:
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Misleading package information too:

Attached tthe original GMO4D TW thread:

https://t.co/TCgNzY9rmp

\U0001f60a GMO4DUMMIES is life again! \U0001f60a

Updated, saved on Wayback and zipped 4 download [fullversion]! Check with no spaces> bit. ly/35RyHAE or tinyurl.

com/GMO4D333 pic.twitter.com/nfansGW4fj

— Adrian Mario (@AdrianM_Ogy) January 18, 2021
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